
INFORMATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND 
GENERAL SERVICESMOTION

Most inmates in the United States perform skilled and unskilled labor for less than one dollar per hour. 
While the 13th Amendment in the U.S. Constitution abolished slavery in 1865, a clause provides for involuntary 
servitude for convicted prisoners “as a punishment for crime.” This exemption enables the exploitation of prisoners.

Prison labor is widespread throughout the United States. This trend is growing as both state and federal 
prisons have increased their reliance on inmate labor but are also contracting out prisoners to the private sector at a 
higher rate. Prison labor can include building office furniture, answering customer service calls, manufacturing 
consumer goods, farm work, and fighting fires. In December 2019, former Mayor of New York City, Mike 
Bloomberg, made headline news for using a third part)' vendor to contract with a company that used prison labor 
for campaign calls. In California, tens of thousands of incarcerated men and women who work in the prison system. 
For example, during the recent wildfires, California employed about 3,100 inmates to provide critical support to 
state and federal agencies.

Prisoners are usually not provided employment protections such as minimum wage, overtime pay and a 
safe work environment. Additionally, they are not covered by state or federal minimum-wage laws, have no right to 
workers’ compensation should they be injured on the job, and have no rights to unionize through the National 
Labor Relations Act.

Some companies and governments have implemented policies which provide heightened levels of review' 
of suppliers who use prison labor. This heightened level of review includes disclosing products which use prison 
labor. These policies can also include the provision of career education training and job matching programs for 
post-release employment.

Prisons continue to perpetuate inhumane labor practices. By keeping products made with prison labor 
unlabeled, prison labor systems have avoided widespread scrutiny. As a City dedicated to fairness and equality for 
all, we must daylight unfair labor practices, provide increased transparency to institutionalized inequalities in our 
criminal justice system, and take the steps necessary to address these injustices.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Chief Legislative Analyst, with the assistance of the City Administrative 
Officer and the City Attorney, be instructed to report on the process to prohibit the City of Los Angeles from 
procuring goods and services derived from prison labor.

I FURTHER MOVE that the Chief Legislative Analyst, with the assistance of the City Administrative 
Officer and the City Attorney, be instructed to report on how to implement a disclosure requirement for all 
products, supplies, food, equipment, goods, and services that are made with prison labor.
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